Seattle-based Arisen from Nothing is a four-piece band that stays true to the classic
heavy metal bands that have come before them Together, TJ Hill on Vocals, Troy
Elmore on Guitar, Eric Hanson on Bass and Chris Black on Drums create a band that
is as strong as the music they chose to create.
Arisen from Nothing has released a CD featuring their style of heavy metal and their
take on the music is loud, solid and just what you want when you put on a heavy
metal album. The 8-song release is entitled In Nothing We Trust.
In Nothing We Trust begins with the track Duplicity. Duplicity is a simple track
featuring only an acoustic guitar with a lot of different things going on in the
background. The different soundscapes in the background of the guitar music makes
the listener stop, listen and think. What an interesting way to begin an album.
It is the title track of the album that truly gets the blood pumping. In Nothing We
Trust is a great song with just the right amount of anger in the vocals from lead singer
TJ Hill. The guitar from Troy Elmore is also very powerful and makes you want to get
up and move.
Most of the album finds the band creating an album that features a lot of anger;
however, with the song Bring the War, the usual screaming from singer TJ Hill is
matched well with the times when he allows his singing to take center stage and these
instances come with instances when Elmore also changes direction on his guitar a bit
and allows an acoustic sound to soften the mood of the music. But before you get too
used to a softer, gentler side to the band, they pick up the pace and return to the usual
feel of full-on metal that fills the majority of the album.
In Nothing We Trust from Arisen from Nothing seems to be divided into two parts as
the first half of the release contains faster, more brutal songs. And while the second
half does contain songs that are slightly slower than the tracks that make up the first
half, Arisen from Nothing slows the pace down just a bit with the song Russian
Roulette. And while the slightly slower pace of the song creates a different feel from
the earlier tracks on the album, Russian Roulette still has plenty of energy, plenty of
anger and really allows the true talent of the musicians to shine through. This track
also gives the listener plenty of opportunity to enjoy the vocals of TJ Hill as he
focuses on melody on this track and puts the screaming aside for most of the track;
although, there are still plenty of places on the track where Hill unleashes the
screamer side of his personality. The musical approach taken by the band and the
inclusion of singing by Hill help make Russian Roulette one of the strongest track on
the In Nothing We Trust album from Arisen from Nothing.

With the song The Shallow, Arisen from Nothing seems to have taken a slightly
different direction with their music. The music on the track seems to have the feel of
early heavy metal bands as the music of the track is more melodic than the previous
tracks. The harmonizing by Troy Elmore on the guitar parts on the track along with a
more classic approach to the rest of the music by bassist Eric Hanson and drummer
Chris Black bring some welcome change to the harsher, harder music that makes up
the majority of the first half of the release. With this track, the members of Arisen
from Nothing prove that they are versatile when it comes to the style of heavy metal
that they can play.
Arisen from Nothing brings In Nothing We Trust to a close with the song Faith in
Violence. The metal music matched up with the religious singing at the beginning
creates a very interesting feel to the track. Once the band launches into the song, it
helps bring the album to a close on a very strong note.
Each track on In Nothing We Trust from Arisen from Nothing is strong. The band has
put together some of the best heavy metal to be heard in a long time. As the heavy
metal album is getting more and more difficult to find, itâ€™s always great to find
one that keeps your interest and keeps you entertained for the entire length of the
release. Arisen from Nothing is one band that will give the heavy metal lover just
what they are looking for: a release that is well worth the time to listen.
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